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ABSTRACT

1

Computing education researchers and educators use a wide range
of approaches for measuring students’ prior knowledge in programming. Such measurement can help adapt the learning goals and
assessment tools for groups of learners at different skills levels
and backgrounds. There seems to be no consensus on if and how
prior programming knowledge should be measured. Traditional
background surveys are often ad-hoc or non-standard, which do
not allow comparison of results between different course contexts,
levels, and learner groups. Moreover, surveys may yield inaccurate
information and may not be useful due to lack of detail. In contrast,
tests can provide much higher detail and accuracy than surveys
about student knowledge or skills, but large-scale tests are typically
very time-consuming or impractical to arrange. To bridge the gap
between ad-hoc surveys and standardized tests, we propose and
evaluate a novel self-evaluation instrument for measuring prior
programming knowledge in introductory programming courses.
This instrument investigates in higher detail typical course concepts in programming education considering the different levels of
proficiency. Based on a sample of two thousand introductory programming course students, our analysis shows that the instrument
is internally consistent, correlates with traditional background information metrics and identifies students of varying programming
backgrounds.

With the increase of computer science and programming related
initiatives that seek to make computing accessible to all1 , an increasing number of students have some background in programming when they enter tertiary education. Computing education
researchers share a general agreement that prior programming
experience influences student performance in introductory programming courses [13, 29, 31, 37, 38, 40], while certain teaching
approaches may reduce the difference [36]. Information on prior
programming experience could be used to provide more challenging
options for more experienced students [5].
Prior programming experience has been measured using numerous approaches [11]. Students have been asked, for example, if
they have any prior programming experience [2]; how many programming languages they have used [13]; and what is the largest
program they have written [25]. Furthermore, a range of approaches
exist where students are asked to read code, answer a set of questions, and/or to write short programs [26, 34]; however, these are
often used as tests and can thus be learned, as answers may be
predictable. Researchers have also suggested using data from students’ problem-solving processes to automatically infer students’
programming experience [20, 35].
To address these issues, this article introduces and evaluates an
instrument for measuring students’ prior programming knowledge.
Drawing inspiration from general scales used in language assessment, such as The Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR) [8], in which students’ knowledge of a particular
language can range from beginner to mastery level, we constructed
an instrument for assessing elementary programming knowledge.
Using the instrument, students can evaluate their programming
knowledge from beginner to mastery level in topics typically taught
in introductory programming courses.
While Feigenspan et al. [11] presented a work similar to ours,
their work focuses on more advanced topics and self-ratings of
experience, whereas our instrument is targeted at concepts within
introductory programming courses. Their results, however, support our notion that self-evaluation questions can be useful for
measuring experience. With our instrument, students can observe
their gradual knowledge increase, which also allows them better
understand course objectives and view their own progress – that is,
our instrument can be used multiple times during a course. The instrument offers teachers information on students prior and current
knowledge, which is useful in course design, decision making, and
in guiding students towards particular content areas. In addition,
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INTRODUCTION

1 Such

as Code.org, CSforALL, CS Principles Project, Hour of Code, Khan Academy,
and MOOCs.

the instrument can, in principle, be used at all educational levels,
including open education.
This article conducts an exploratory analysis focusing on student responses in our data collection with the following research
questions:
RQ1 Is the instrument internally consistent?
RQ2 What types of knowledge patterns does the instrument identify?
RQ3 How does the instrument compare with traditionally used
ad-hoc measures of programming background?
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work regarding instruments of evaluation, such as questionnaires
in CS and other contexts as well as validated tests in CS. Section 3
discusses how our instrument is constructed. Section 4 describes the
course and data collection methods. Section 5 outlines the results of
our work, which are further discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section
7 concludes the article and suggests future research directions.

2

RELATED WORK

Self-evaluation have been researched in various contexts, including
health professions [12], classroom teaching [27], language teaching
[8] and MOOCs [19]. Although students with little experience in
self-assessment may over- or underestimate their abilities or knowledge, self-assessment can contribute to higher student achievement,
particularly when students are guided in this process. For example,
rubrics provide a criterion-based self-assessment, which helps to
understand the goals and requirements of a course [27].
Since self-evaluation is a skill, research has shown that the
validity, accuracy, and effectiveness of self-assessment can also
be improved using qualitative formative feedback, and triangulation between self-, peer- and teacher assessment [12, 19, 27]. Selfevaluation can also function as a self-reflection tool, supporting
self-regulation of learning [41].
In Europe, educational institutions across different levels are
encouraged to adopt the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) [8] for assessing the language ability of learners.
The CEFR framework includes both extended descriptions of skills
levels allowing instructors to reach a common understanding of language skills as well as practical self-assessment grids for common
reference levels in CEFR for languages [8, p. 26-27].
In the CEFR, the language skills levels range between A1 (beginner) and C2 (mastery). The skills are categorized into separate
areas, such as listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. These
grids are typically translated into different languages, but skills
definitions and ranges remain the same or similar. This allows both
students to estimate their own skills and teachers to gain a quick
understanding of each student’s approximate skills. When offering
standardized language tests, such as TOEFL [10] and IELTS [1], the
test results can be linked with the CEFR levels, allowing instructors
to understand the overall skills levels of students in different skills
areas.
Prior knowledge is essential to learning, and CS is no different;
perhaps, the gaps between experienced and inexperienced learners
are even more pronounced. Research shows that at the beginning
of the course learners with some prior knowledge in CS outperform learners with no experience by a fair margin [14, 39], and
prior knowledge can be used (with moderate effects) to reduce the

gap between experienced/inexperienced learners by introducing
intermediate level CS1 courses [18]. Even if at the end of the course
this gap is mostly closed, students with no prior experience face a
great amount of psychological stress and pressure to keep the pace
of experienced students. If this gap is not diagnosed at early stages,
learners can feel demotivated or even drop-out from courses [16].
Most current methods used to evaluate prior knowledge in CS
are questionnaires. Usually, programming experience is treated as
a single construct evaluated by metrics associated with experience
in generic terms [11, 15, 17]. There is little consensus on what and
how to ask participants and how representative is this information.
Feigenspan et al. [11] presented one of the most complete, and closest to our study, investigations of the relationship between prior
knowledge and performance, examining programming experience,
familiarity with programming languages and paradigms, and educational background. Their findings show that these metrics correlate
highly with performance on programming tasks, suggesting that
students are able to self-evaluate reliably.
While these questionnaires use metrics that show interesting correlations, richer and robust methods used in personalized learning
[2] demand a deeper understanding of how prior experience translates into the comprehension of concepts present in CS1 courses.
Recent work towards more reasonable and granular assessment
questions [9, 24] in CS1 exams points to the importance of knowing
in detail the concepts learners are familiar with. Detailed information could be used to set more realistic expectations and design
assessment instruments matching learner’s ability (as captured by
Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development [28]), with the difficulty
of concrete programs used in assessment instruments [9]. This
kind of personalized learning approach can assist learners with less
prior knowledge by directing them to activities that enhance their
comprehension of a particular topic.
Computer Science Education recently produced validated CS
tests, such as the FCS1 [34] and SCS1 [26], which could accurately
and reliably provide a high degree of insight into learner’s knowledge. However, these tests still have some limitations. They are
not generally available since making them public could decrease
their validity. Longitudinal studies with repeated measurements of
the test could be affected by its limited pool of questions and low
flexibility in arranging them. Tests are time-consuming and hard to
scale to very large courses. Although the FCS1 and SCS1 introduce
some agnosticism with the pseudocode used in tests, these cannot
be considered language independent. Students with different backgrounds (e.g. visual blocks or functional programming language
users) could be disproportionately under-evaluated. These tests can
also be considered difficult and not suited as a pre-test.

3

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INSTRUMENT

Our instrument for self-evaluation (at https://goo.gl/nGR9Th) was
designed to resemble the self-assessment grid for common reference
levels in CEFR for languages [8, p. 26-27]. For this first version of
the instrument, we chose to focus on code comprehension and
reading skills. While we believe that in the future it is possible
to design an instrument aimed at programming writing skills, at
this initial stage of development reading/comprehension can be
considered a less demanding cognitive skill [9, 21, 23]. To some

extent, the hierarchical structure of developing skills and knowledge
also resemble Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives [3].
To fill the gaps in earlier approaches, our instrument aims to
provide a fast, easy to apply and widely available way to evaluate
prior knowledge in programming that covers much of the common
introductory programming course content. This instrument can be
used by anyone several times, including longitudinal evaluations
within the same cohort without losing its validity. The instrument
can be language agnostic since it does not use or depend on concrete
code written in a particular language and paradigm. Although the
instrument can use of support information (e.g. guidelines, examples in concrete code, etc) that can be bound to a specific language
or paradigm, its framework is flexible enough to be easily adapted
and refined, accommodating different aspects of programming at
different levels of ability. The self-evaluation also can benefit students at the beginning of the course by making expectations and
self-reflection evident [27].
The instrument has two dimensions: concepts and levels. The
vertical axis contains the concepts related to programming in a CS1
course, based on the list of content areas provided by FCS1 [34]:
variables and assignment (var), input and output (io), expressions
and arithmetic operators (exp), conditional statements (sel), loops and
iteration (loops), data collections (lists), functions and methods (funcs)
and classes and objects (objs). Although FCS1 does not explicitly
order the areas in increasing levels of complexity, our instrument
uses an order that is consistent with concepts’ order of complexity
of a program written in an imperative paradigm [9]. However, the
order of the concepts do not necessarily impose a hierarchy (they
can be used in any order) and learners with different backgrounds
and knowledge in these concepts will not be affected.
The horizontal axis contains the estimated proficiency levels of
programming concepts, inspired by the CEFR scale of proficiency
in language skills [8] adapted to programming contexts. The levels
were designed using the principles of the stage of cognitive development in the programming context [9, 22, 32]. Every level matches
the description of a stage of cognitive development, complexity
levels or familiarity with the concept. We defined complexity in
terms of the number and quality of interacting elements [4, 9, 30],
learner’s expertise level and the number of available higher-order
schemas [9] and ability to summarize a program [6, 9, 33]. Overall,
the levels describe the path the learner takes to be fully proficient
in a concept: from total unfamiliarity with the concept, to familiarity with the concept drawn from other contexts, being able to
recognize and comprehend the syntax of the concept in a concrete
program, tracing a program using concrete values with meaningful
naming conventions and finally explain a program using abstract
values in plain English without meaningful conventions. Each level
is assigned with a letter to define its stage and a number for a degree.
Each level has a statement (in quotes, below) to be evaluated by the
learner, who self-assigns to a level.
• "I am unfamiliar with this concept": unfamiliar level (A0);
• "In general, I know what this concept means": At the beginner level
(A1), learners are able to relate to a concept without being able
to identify it in the code. For example, a learner can relate to the
concept of objects without being able to recognize it in the code
or be able to work with it.

• "In general, I can recognize the syntax used by the programming
language to represent this concept": At the elementary level (A2),
learners can recognize the syntax related to a concept in the
code without being able to comprehend it as a whole or transfer
it overall meaning to other contexts. For example, learners can
recognize the term "class" in the code without understanding
how it works or be able to manipulate its functionality.
• "I can read and trace code that uses this concept with a few elements.
I can correctly predict the output of the code using concrete values,
and the code uses descriptive naming conventions": At the intermediate level (B1), for example, learners can understand that "for
cont in range of 10" will repeat 10 times, or the function
"uppercase(’ITiCSE’)" will return the capitalized input.
• "I can read and trace code that uses this concept with several different elements. I can correctly predict the output of the code when
this concept uses concrete values, and the code uses descriptive naming conventions": At the upper intermediate level (B2), learners
can cope with code having multiple abutted loops with inner
conditional structures, for example.
• "I can mostly recognize patterns of using this concept in different
types of code even if the naming conventions are not always standard or clear. I am able to comprehend the purpose and behavior of
code that uses this concept receiving a range of distinct inputs": At
the advanced level (C1), for example, when tracing the following
code snippet
def b(x):
n = []
for e in x:
if (e >= 0):
n.append(e)
return n

1
2
3
4
5
6

learners can, after careful consideration of elements in the code,
recognize lower-level patterns, such as traversing a collection
(line3), checking for negative numbers (line4), and adding elements to a list (line 5).
• "I can easily recognize and explain the logic of code using this
concept even if the naming conventions are not always standard or
clear. I can generalize the purpose and behavior of code using this
concept receiving a range of distinct inputs. I am able to summarize
the purpose of the code using this concept in plain English": At the
mastery level (C2), using the above code snippet as an example,
learners can immediately summarize in their own words that the
code represents a filter function which takes a list as input and
outputs all non-negative numbers.

4

CONTEXT AND DATA

This study was conducted during an open online course in programming offered at the University of Helsinki. The course is offered free
as a MOOC and covers the principles of programming in the Java
language. The course is taken both by degree students and students
not affiliated with the University of Helsinki. At the beginning of
the course, students fill in a research consent form, our concepts
instrument, a questionnaire with age, gender and metrics of their
prior programming experience, similar to Feigenspan et al. [11]:
elementary level school courses (elemC), secondary level school

2 We

consider a participant being in the course if they complete at least one programming assignment.

secC
0.00
0.33
0.93

otherC
0.00
1.51
4.00

exp
2.00
2.33
2.00

hpt
10.00
511.80
3290.97

sel
2.00
2.41
1.97

hpw
0.00
3.32
35.16

loops
2.00
2.26
1.97

lp
5.00
18119.81
539470.64

lists
2.00
2.03
1.85

langs
5.00
7.66
22.90

funcs
1.00
1.89
1.82

beginL
1.00
2.06
4.15

objs
1.00
1.53
1.71

advL
0.00
0.61
1.29

expL
0.00
0.12
0.59

variances and covariances of variables are finite, making this approach appropriate. Cronbach’s alpha (CA) was calculated using
the alpha function from the psych package. Table 2 shows II and
CA values of the concepts instrument.
Table 2: Internal consistency metrics.
II
CA

var
0.86
0.98

io
0.87
0.98

exp
0.87
0.98

sel
0.88
0.98

loops
0.88
0.98

lists
0.85
0.98

funcs
0.86
0.98

objs
0.82
0.98

Mean
0.86
0.98

While II correlation and CA metrics provide a good overview
of the internal consistency of the instrument, we also analyzed its
construct validity. To investigate the theoretical latent factors in the
data, a Factor Analysis (FA) was performed using a Principal Axis
Factor with Varimax rotation. The Kaiser-Mayer-Olking measure
(KMO=0.944) and Bartlett’s test of Sphericity (p<0.001) suggested
that the sample is factorable. After three iterations, the analysis
yielded a two-factor solution, when loadings less than .30 were
excluded, as presented in Figure 1. The first factor contains 10 items,
including all variables in the concept instrument, accounting for 65%
of the variance with factor loadings from .300 to .923. The second
factor contains four items, accounting for 12% of the variance with
factor loadings from .362 to .708. The first factor can be labeled as
"concepts" and second as "prior knowledge".

Factor

% of Variance

expL

hpt

advancL

otherC

objs

funcs

lists

loops

Figure 1: Factor Analysis.

sel

Data was collected using an online form and aggregated into a
data set with all 23 variables (n = 2196), which were divided into
three main groups: 8 variables in the concepts group, 2 in personal
information group, and 13 in traditional background questions.
Data was then analyzed using R Studio version 3.5.0.
Due to the nature of the course, respondents have heterogeneous
backgrounds and levels of expertise. Regarding the programming
languages, respondents reported knowledge in (at least) Java (n=561,
25.54%), Python (n=437, 19.89%), C/C++ (n=332, 15.11%), JavaScript
(n=208, 9.47%), C# (n=137, 6.23%), Scala (n=36, 1.63%), Basic (n=35,
1.59%), Assembly (n=25, 1.13%), Lua (n=10, 0.45%), Arduino (n=6,
0.27%), and Scratch (n=3, 0.13%). To investigate if the data is normally distributed, we performed the Shapiro-Wilk test for all variables, which are not normally distributed. The concepts variables
have W values equal 0.9, p-value < 0.001, except for objects with
W=0.8. In background variables, W ranged from 0.3 to 0.02; thus, all
tests account for such limitation. Table 1 shows basic descriptive
statistics for all numeric variables from the concept instrument and
background information.
To answer RQ1, we first investigated standard metrics of consistency. The inter-item (II) correlation was estimated using the
corr.test function from the psych package using the Spearman
rank method. Although the data is not normally distributed, the

elemC
0.00
0.15
0.50

io
2.00
2.27
2.03

exp

RESULTS

var
2.00
2.36
2.06

median
mean
std.dev

io

5

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for each variable in the study.

var

courses (secC), programming courses attended not at elementary
or secondary levels (including online) (otherC), hours programmed
in total (hpt), hours programmed per week (hpw), programming
languages (langs), programming languages you consider yourself
a beginner (beginL), names of the programming languages you
consider yourself a beginner, programming languages you consider
yourself an advanced user (advancL), names of the programming
languages you consider yourself an advanced user, programming
languages you consider yourself an expert (expL), names of the programming languages you consider yourself an expert and largest
program code (lp).
The original instrument and questions were created in English
and later translated to Finnish by an expert language instructor and
an expert programming instructor. Answering the questionnaire is
voluntary but includes an incentive raffle of movie tickets. Students
could skip any question, and they could also choose to not to give
research consent and still be included in the raffle.
From a total of 2853 course participants, 2468 answered the
questionnaire2 . From respondents, 2249 gave research consent. To
curate the data, we set as exclusion criteria responses in which more
than 2 variables were left unanswered in the concepts instrument, or
if a value considered unreasonable (e.g. hundreds of programming
courses taken) was inserted in more than two variables. If only
one field fitted the exclusion criteria, a value NA was assigned to it.
Open questions with free text were cleaned to remove typos, and the
programming language names had the nomenclatures standardized.
The final data set contains 2196 responses, of which 54.05% reported
to be male, 43.85% female and 2.09% other. The average age of
respondents is 36.93 years (ranging from 11 to 88 years old).

1 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.82 0.30
0.51
65.37
2
0.53 0.71 0.36 0.62 11.95

The FA and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are techniques often applied in the construction of multi-scale tests to
determine which items load on which scales [7]. While the FA
tests a theoretical model of latent factors causing observed variables, the PCA reduces correlated observed variables to a smaller
set of important independent composite variables. The PCA was
performed using the pcrcomp function applied to all numeric variables in the data set. The first component (PC1) explains 44% of the
variance, and the first nine components have a cumulative proportion of variance of 84%. The first component is composed by the
concepts instrument, and the remaining components are a mix of
background variables (e.g. elemC and advancL; age, expL, lp, hpt,
hpw and otherC; beginL and secC).

Groups
119
0
490
576
538
469

1.32%
43.28%
56.34%

Ratio
7.2%
64.53%
28.39%

age

−0.08 0.05

elemC

0.08

0.1

0.37 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.18 0.18

0.2

0.23

0.2

0.53 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.32

expL

0.31

0.2

0.27 0.28

0.3

0.32 0.34 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.39 0.34 0.37

0.38 0.36 0.38 0.48 0.53 0.51 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.57 0.53 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.63 0.62

beginL

0.39 0.42 0.49 0.44 0.45 0.44 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.41 0.46 0.47

otherC

0.86 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.53 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.49 0.62 0.59

npctotal

0.53 0.53 0.56 0.55 0.61

langs

0.56 0.56 0.57

objs

0.81 0.86

lists

0.6

0.61 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.52 0.65 0.63

0.6

0.61 0.63

0.8

0.79 0.87 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.58 0.63 0.63

0.6

0.6

0.61 0.54 0.65 0.65

0.88 0.85 0.86 0.92 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.61 0.64 0.65

funcs

0.85 0.85 0.92 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.62 0.65 0.66

loops

0.94 0.95 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.63 0.71 0.71

sel

0.96 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.64 0.71 0.71

sum

0.95 0.94 0.94 0.65 0.73 0.73

exp

0.89 0.89 0.63 0.69

var
Non-signiﬁcant correlations (p = 0.05)

0.91 0.64

io

−0.5

−0.25

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.63 0.71

0.7

advancL
−0.75

lp

0.1

0.14

hpw

−1

hpt

advancL

io

var

exp

sum

sel

loops

funcs

lists

objs

langs

npctotal

otherC

0.1 −0.08 0.14 0.25 0.19 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.11

0.29 0.08

secC

beginL

Figure 3: Correlation matrix of the overall data, excluding
names of PL variables.

hpw

Since the PCA and FCA suggest the existence of three distinct
groups of concepts in the instrument, we investigated RQ2 by
analyzing patterns arising from responses. More specifically, since
these groups suggest a hierarchy of concepts (basic, advanced and
expert), we investigated if the patterns of responses supported such
hierarchy. While it is not possible to generalize this hierarchy to
every learner (e.g. Scala learners in a functional paradigm could
show higher levels of proficiency in functions and objects than
loops), we aimed to identify patterns that suggest a prevalence of
groups identified in the FA and PCA analysis (perhaps more akin
to traditional imperative paradigm instruction).
We filtered the original data set to remove all respondents with
missing values in any concept (n = 2190) and evaluated for each
respondent if the sequence of answers, analyzed by each concept (labeled as single in Table 3), could be classified as strictly increasingly
monotonic, increasingly monotonic, strictly decreasingly monotonic, decreasingly monotonic, constant or other. We hypothesized
that patterns of constant, strictly decreasingly monotonic and decreasingly monotonic responses could indicate a hierarchy of concepts (basic concepts with high scores, gradually decreasing to low
scores in objects). Of the 538 respondents classified as constant, 269
(50%) evaluated themselves as A0 in all concepts, 98 (18.21%) as A1,
24 (4.46%) as A2, 36 (6.50%) as B1, 24 (4.46%) as B2, 31 (5.76%) as C1,
and 56 (9.85%) as C2.
Given the high amount (56.34%) of non-classified responses, we
investigated if the components described in the PCA could improve
the classification methods. For each respondent, we calculated the
mean of variables within each of the three groups (basic, advanced

Ratio

and expert) and observed if this sequence of three values followed an
increasing or decreasing pattern. Respondents previously classified
as constant were excluded from this analysis. In Table 3, the group
column represents this second analysis. The results show a decrease
in the number of non-classified responses (56.34% - 28.39%) and an
increase in the ratio of responses that can be classified as part of a
hierarchy (43.28% - 64.53%).
To answer RQ3, we calculated the correlations between the
concepts instrument and traditional background variables. A correlation matrix was calculated for the overall data set. For correlations,
we used the Spearman rank method in the rcorr function. Figure 3
shows the correlations among all variables, with non-significant correlations (at p=0.05) marked as crosses. All p-values were adjusted
using the Bonferroni correction method. The strongest correlations
are between concepts and the weakest with age.

secC

PC1(
8
8
%E
x
p
l
a
i
n
e
dv
a
r
.
)

Single
29
0
389
0
538
1234

Monotonically increasing
Strictly monotonically increasing
Monotonically decreasing
Strictly monotonically decreasing
Constant
Other

expL

PC2(
4
.
1
%E
x
p
l
a
i
n
e
dv
a
r
.
)

Figure 2: Component analysis of the concepts instrument.
To improve clarity, the image is cropped to remove outliers.

Table 3: Patterns in students responses, analyzed by concepts (single) or by groups of concepts (beginner, advanced,
mastery). N = 2190.

elemC

Since the FA and PCA results suggest that the concepts instrument explains most of the variation in the data, we investigated if
a set of components could emerge within the concepts instrument.
The PCA of the concepts instrument shows a PC1 explaining 88%
of the variance in the data, followed by a PC2 with 4.1% of the
variance. Figure 2 shows the biplot of the components over the
variables, indicating three distinct groups: basic (var, io, exp, sel,
loops), advanced (lists, functions) and expert concepts (objects).

0.66

0.7

hpt

0.85
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DISCUSSION

It is still not usual to collect previous knowledge information of
students in CS courses [5]. The results presented here could support
a larger adoption of prior knowledge investigation methods by providing a richer and reliable set of instruments. Internal consistency
analysis provides evidence to answer RQ1, showing that the instrument is highly internally consistent. PCA and FA analysis also show
that the instrument is measuring similar but distinct components
of knowledge. PCA also shows that within the instrument there is
fair discrimination among three groups that align very well with
established notions of basic, advanced and expert concepts (at least
in an imperative programming paradigm).
In RQ2, we investigated patterns of responses in the instrument.
More specifically, we wanted to examine if a hierarchy of concepts
(assuming an imperative paradigm with a certain style of code
composition) could be extracted from data. We were able to show
that, overall, responses reflected patterns matching this hierarchy
(a constant or decreasing pattern in scores), matching the FA and
PCA analysis that yields three distinct groups of concepts. While
these findings could be useful to instructional designers and supply
additional information of students evaluations of certain topics,
we are careful to make strong claims of its generalization. Table
3 shows that many responses could not be classified (56.34% and
28.39%). We speculate that some responses may be incoherent (e.g.
responses where the var concept was marked as A0 but all other
concepts marked as C2) and can be attributed to mistakes in filling
the form. Some non-classified answers could reflect different learner
backgrounds (e.g functional programmers rating functions and
objects higher than loops). The instrument itself can be considered
agnostic (programming language and paradigm), and its data allows
the investigation of more diverse patterns.
To answer RQ3, we observe that traditional metrics still have a
low to moderate correlation with each other and the instrument.
Within the instrument, while all variables have a high correlation,
objects can be regarded as a distinct element (also supported by
the PCA). Given the diverse programming languages background
of respondents and the high mean of their ages, we conjecture
that, in general, learners were exposed to imperative paradigms
with little (or at late stage) exposure to objects. Concerning the
background variables, the largest code produced and total hours of
experience still have high correlations with the instrument variables
and background variables.
It is worth noting how little the courses at elementary and high
school levels correlate with other variables. Given the age of some
respondents, it is possible that a very low number of them were
actually exposed to programming at these levels. Our data also
indicates a very small number of students exposed to languages
currently presented at ES or HS, such as Scratch or Arduino. A
number of respondents reported a very high number of courses (up
to 50 courses). It is likely that the emergence of micro-courses that
may take just a few hours to complete biases these results. Interestingly, the number of programming languages in which learners
consider themselves as advanced users have a strong correlation
with the instrument. We conjecture that learners with these levels
of exposure and ability have enough knowledge to self-evaluate
more reliably.

In language education, these kinds of instruments have been
adopted for administrative and educational purposes. In administrative contexts, universities may require that students need to prove a
certain minimum language skills level in a foreign language before
accepted to begin their studies, such as B2 or C1 level. The official
estimation of language skills is provided by language professionals.
However, students can use a CEFR grid to self-evaluate their skills
and estimate whether they should participate in language courses
to obtain required skills. In educational contexts, language courses
can specify a prerequisite level that students should have before entering a course. This ensures students do not enroll in courses that
exceed their skills level. In computing education, a widely adopted
common framework for skills levels could offer similar benefits for
learners, instructors and administrators.
As limitations of this work, we acknowledge that self-evaluation
can suffer from poor reliability and accuracy. It is not clear how
truthful students are in their responses, how well they comprehended statements in the instrument or how much effort they
devoted to answering the questions. It is also possible that learners with distinct backgrounds have different standards and selfevaluate in different ways. Learners with high competency may
underestimate and learners with low competency overestimate
their knowledge.
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CONCLUSION

This article has introduced and evaluated an instrument for language independent evaluation of prior programming knowledge for
introductory programming courses. The instrument was inspired
by language learning self-evaluation instruments, such as CEFR.
Unlike traditional approaches and instruments measuring prior
programming knowledge, our instrument focuses on core areas
relevant to learning programming. The instrument can provide a
teacher with an overview of students’ prior knowledge on core
areas and gives students an opportunity to evaluate and reflect on
their current level of knowledge.
Our analysis with 2196 responses suggests that the instrument
is internally consistent. Principal component analysis of the responses identifies three main components: (1) basic programming
concepts, (2) advanced concepts (or perhaps, functional programming concepts?), and (3) object-oriented programming concepts.
Metrics used by previous studies are still relevant and correlate
well with the instrument.
Our future work aims to analyze how responding to the instrument influences student behavior in introductory programming
courses and how these responses correlate with other instruments
for assessing programming competency, such as course grades and
the SCS1 [26]. We plan to investigate if this instrument allows the
detection of distinct patterns in students answers, which could be
matched to backgrounds in different paradigms and programming
languages, yielding distinct hierarchies. Finally, we plan to investigate pertinent issues with self-reporting, focusing on how students’
self-reported knowledge evolves as they proceed in introductory
programming courses. We will refine the instrument by adding
detailed descriptions and examples for each concept and each level,
creating statements more contextualized. We will continue to extend the instrument to include measures of code writing ability in
the future.
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